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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques

Stansted security alert: Passenger 'did not hear bomb threat'
A woman who was on a plane that was diverted after two
passengers allegedly threatened to blow it up has told a court
she heard nothing "that might suggest the presence of a
bomb". Tayyab Subhani and Mohammed Safdar were arrested
after the Boeing 777 made an emergency landing at Stansted
Airport. The pair, from Nelson, Lancashire, deny endangering
the safety of an aircraft. Read more

Boeing 737 crashes at Russia's Kazan airport, all 50 bodies found
The jet crashed on the runway at 19:26 Moscow Standard Time,
slightly more than an hour after takeoff from Moscow’s
Domodedovo airport. A spokesman woman for the airport told ItarTass it was closed for takeoffs and landings until 23:00 hours as a
minimum with all the arriving flights were being diverted to other
airports. Read more

TSA behavioral screening works 'same as or slightly better than
chance': report
The Transportation Security Administration's near-billion-dollar
behavioral screening program — used for years by TSA
screeners to identify people who might be security risks at
airports — is not working, a new report from the Government
Accountability Office concludes. Read more

Self-service airport security system unveiled
US-based company Qylur Security Systems has launched a selfservice airport security solution, which it claims can significantly
increase passenger flow, lower overall operating costs and provide
drastic improvement to the passenger security experience”. Read
more

Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Biometrics researchers see world without passwords
Some Purdue University researchers are working on
technology that could see all those passwords that
computer users must punch in replaced with steps such as
iris and fingerprint scans. The basement lab of Purdue
University's International Center for Biometrics Research is
where such emerging biometric technologies are tested for
weaknesses before going mainstream. Read more
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Nigerian Official Praises US Cooperation in Fight against Terrorism
The United States declaration of Boko Haram and Ansaru as
foreign terrorist organizations is a significant boost to Nigeria’s
effort to end their violent campaigns, says Rueben Abati,
Special Adviser on Media and Publicity to President Goodluck
Jonathan. Abati says the US’ action deepens a strong
collaboration with the West African nation, in the fight against
global terrorism. Read more

Police targeted in Strabane pipe bomb attack
A police patrol was the target of a pipe bomb attack in County
Tyrone on Saturday, the PSNI has said. A security alert began in the
Ballycolman estate, Strabane, at about 20:25 GMT after a report
that something had been thrown at police earlier that evening. A
member of the public lifted the pipe bomb and moved it to waste
ground at the old Adria factory site. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb kills 6 in Afghan capital before talks on key US security pact
A suicide bomber tore through the Afghan capital Saturday,
killing at least six people near the site where thousands of elders
are to gather next week to discuss a controversial security
agreement with the United States, officials said. Authorities said
22 people were wounded in the powerful blast, which mangled
a dozen cars and destroyed shops nearby. Ambulances raced
away with the wounded. Read more

Cybercrime conference to examine latest security threats
Some of Ireland’s top security experts will this week battle it out
as part of a cyber security challenge to see who can exploit
weaknesses in a number of systems first. The purpose of the
competition, which will be held in a controlled environment, is
to demonstrate how attackers could gain access to business
systems and to learn how to prevent such attacks. Read more

Sri Lanka to share expertise with Ghana in maritime security
Vice President Kwesi Bekoe Amissah Arthur has reiterated the determination of the Government
of Ghana to protect its waters from invasion and piracy especially in the wake of Ghana’s oil find.
He said the Government had already established Police Marine Unit to patrol the nation’s coasts
and waters, and is further seeking the support of other countries which have the expertise in
checking piracy to assist Ghana in dealing with sea brigands. Read more

Yemen sentences nine to jail for arms smuggling
A Yemeni court handed down jail sentences of between one and 10 years each to nine Yemenis
on Tuesday for their involvement in the smuggling of weapons aboard a ship, judicial sources
said. Yemeni forces intercepted the Jihan 1 off Yemen's coast in January. U.S. and Yemeni
officials said it was carrying a large cache of weapons, including surface-to-air missiles, being
smuggled from Iran to insurgents in Yemen. Read more

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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